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s dawn broke over New Jersey on
Wednesday, November 7, the
Republican Party seemed as if it
was peeking cautiously through the door of
its trailer five minutes after the twister
went through. Some party members
contemplated (briefly, to be sure), whether
climbing out on a 20th floor window ledge
might be in order.
The day before, the party had lost the
Governor’s office along with its decadeslong majority in the Legislature. Suddenly,
the bearded guy wearing the white robe and
holding a sign proclg”The end is near”
didn’t seem like such a crackpot after all.
Now hold on a minute. Before pulling
out the party’s checkbook to make a down
payment on a burial plot and a suitable
mausoleum, take a look at the political
environment which existed following the
June primary election:
• Republicans had controlled the Legis
lature for 10 years and the Executive
for eight years, a political run of
success which would have been
extraordinarily difficult to sustain
much longer.
• The newly-created legislative districts
clearly favored Democratic candi
dates.
• The Republican Party was seriously
divided and the differences—ideologi
cal and otherwise—between its
gubernatorial candidate and the
sitting Governor became daily grist
for the media mill.
• This gubernatorial candidate qualified
for the maximum in matching funds
from the state literally within days of
the election.
• Republicans were outspent by a wide
margin across the state.
• The campaign went on hold for nearly
two weeks in September after the
terrorist attacks in New York City and
Washington, D.C., hampering even
further the ability to catch the frontrunning Democrat.
• Voter interest plummeted after Sept. 11
as people became more concerned
with what was in their mailboxes.
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• The campaign stories which normally
lead telecasts were relegated to the
first story after the commercial break
and campaign stories which normally
would appear on page 1 appeared
instead on page Bi.
• Voter turnout was the lowest in a
gubernatorial election in decades.
• The Democratic candidate won by 14
points.
Given all of that, it’s rather remarkable
the Republicans did as well as they did.
In a 120-seat Legislature, the Republi
cans are out of power by exactly six
seats—one in the Senate and five in the
Assembly—with all 120 on the ballot again
in 2003 and, more importantly, with no
gubernatorial candidate providing either a
pull or a drag at the top of the ticket.

Against some very heavy odds and in
the face of a political environment which
none of us has ever witnessed before, the
Republicans remained extremely competi
tive and within striking distance of regain
ing control in two years.
A little history:
In 1973, Brendan Byrne swept to victory
and the Assembly turned Democratic 66 to
14. It wasn’t until Tom Kean’s landslide
victory in 1985 that the GOP won back
Assembly control—six election cycles
later—by a margin of 50 to 30.
The Senate fell to the Democrats that
same year by 29 to 10 with one indepen
dent. It wasn’t until 1991 that the Republi

cans took back the Senate, 27 to 13. The
Republicans lost control of the Assembly in
the 1989 election, but regained it two years
latem 58 to 22, victories directly attributable
to the $2.8 billion tax increase enacted in
1990 by Gov. Jim Florio.
The common denominator in this
history lesson is simple: Each time one
party lost control it was by a substantial
margin which rendered them non-competi
tive for five or six election cycles.
Indeed, since 1991, it has taken the
Democrats five election cycles to restore
its competitive status.
The Republican Party sitting in the 20022003 Legislature will, unlike some of its
predecessors, be very competitive. The 2020 divide in the Senate means that Gov. Jim
McGreevey’s agenda won’t be enacted with
out GOP influence and help, an obvious
competitive benefit for the Republicans.
The sustained public bloodletting
among Assembly Democrats over the selec
tion of a Speaker guarantees a long linger
ing bitterness and distrust in the party,
regardless of outcome. This, too, gives
Republicans in the lower house a competi
tive advantage because the majority party
will be forced to turn to the minority party
more often than not for help.
Nothing gives politicians greater
psychological comfort than party unity,
togetherness made stronger and more bind
ing by a common foe. The Republicans will
enjoy that in the next legislative session;
the Democrats won’t.
Of greater concern to the Republican
Party generally is the emergence of a
statewide leader, someone who can pull
together the disparate elements of the
party by convincing them that, while philo
sophical and ideological differences can be
healthy, if defeat every November is the
inevitable result, they will all have to learn
to live with their differences.
Identifying that leader and rallying
behind him or her is a matter of some
urgency. First, money—lots and lots of it—
must be raised and, for the party out of
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s of November 6, Albio Sires was
hard to pick out in a crowd, a one
term New Jersey legislator from a
town that sounds like its on the wrong side
of the Hudson. He was a low key kind of
guy who liked to joke about not being able
to find the bathrooms at the State House.
That all changed on January 8 when
Sires, the Cuban born mayor of West New
York, raised his right hand to take the oath
of office as speaker of the New Jersey State
Assembly.
That Jim McGreevey would gamble so
much of his prestige on such a risky move
within minutes of his acceptance speech as
the newly elected governor speaks volumes
about McGreevey. The governor-elect
knows that he will either take control of
the Democratic party and its feuding
regional barons or be consumed by them.
Democrats have been out of power for a
decade, enjoying the luxury of being part of
the irresponsible minority, and they are not
showing much interest in changing their
ways now that a Democrat is getting ready
to move into the governor’s mansion.
Self discipline, a quality McGreevey
obsessed over during two campaigns for
governor, does not come easy to Democ
rats. It’s anybody’s guess whether
McGreevey can pass on his self-taught trick
to a Democratic party that makes a fetish
of undiscipline.
But by dumping Joe Doria, Democratic
leader of the Assembly in good times and
bad for 12 years, McGreevey has sent a
strong message to Democrats in both
houses of the Legislature: To get through
the first six months of the legislative calen
dar, the Democrats have to hang together
from the top down.
If not, guess what?
The November elections have been
viewed as a big win for the Democrats.
They have a governor, control of the
Assembly and a 20-20 split in the Senate.
That’s a lot of authority, but it is also the
kind of power that can evaporate when the
going gets rough.
Hand picking anyone as inexperienced

and untested as Sires to be his point man in
the Assembly is a gamble for McGreevey. If
it works—and the only test of that will be
whether the Democrats are still in control
of their destiny when New Jersey’s 20022003 budget is signed into law—McGreevey
will look like a summa cum laude graduate
of Hogwart’s Academy.
The downside of the Sires ploy is obvi
ous. There is no reason to assume he can
handle the job. And the choice embittered
Doria who thought his leadership and fund
raising skills had earned him the right to
call the shots in the Assembly at least for
the next two years.
At first glance, Sires looks like a pleas
ant, almost humble guy who was as
surprised as anyone else that McGreevey
picked him, almost it seemed, out of a hat.
If he lacks the skills to preside over a
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Ifpicking Sires works
McGreevey will look like a
laude graduate of
Hogwarts Academy.

potentially raucous Democratic caucus
packed by legislators who consider him a
neophyte, he is in for a very rough couple
of months.
But there is also reason to think the
McGreevey strategy might work.
To begin with, Doria has been the chief
spokesman for the Democrats in the
Assembly for 12 years. That’s a lot of time
and it includes the disastrous first six
months of Jim Florio’s only term. Everyone
blames Florio for deciding in the Spring of
1990 that his administration could survive a
$2.8 billion tax program. There was,
however, plenty of blame to go around.
Doria, as Assembly speaker, and John

Lynch, as Senate president, share more of it
than they have ever admitted.
In a scenario that reads eerily familiar
today, Florio was elected in November of
1989 in a landslide vote that was bigger
than McGreevey’s recent win and brought
with him solid Democratic control of both
houses of the Legislature. Then, like now,
the state was reeling from an economic
downturn after years of boom and billion
dollar budget surpluses. The budget
surplus promised by outgoing Gov. Tom
Kean began evaporating into what Florio
called a $1 billion deficit.
Even Kean’s outgoing treasurei Feather
O’Connor, admitted things were going
badly. There was a brief discussion
between Florio’s transition team and
Kean’s staff about a joint press conference
in which the two governors would jointly
announce that the state was in trouble and
needed some kind of interim tax to ride out
the troubled economy. Kean killed that idea
and it wasn’t until months later that anyone
in the former Kean administration would
admit there was even a hint of a joint tax
agreement.
Sound familiar?
Florio, flush with victory, asked the
Democratic legislators to find a tax plan
that would keep the

